On Track with EC Track
Modern, discreet and safe - EC Track offers
free movement around the home.

Move securely from one room to another
Two rooms can be connected allowing the hoist
unit to glide smoothly between two rooms, for
example bedroom to bathroom.

Invacare EC Track is part of the
'Safe Patient Handling' range.
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Photo Entrée

EC Track is a overhead
tracking system that
has been created for use
with the Invacare Robin
and many other
manufacturers hoist
units. This versatile
system of tracks fits
discretely to ceilings, or
alternately to the walls,
where the ceiling is non
weight bearing.

Between hung traverse
EC Track has a discreet
and stylish finish.

Side hung
Side hung tracks can be mounted
very close to the wall.

EC Track brings two rooms together
In order to connect two or more rooms with the same motor
unit, a transit coupling can be mounted.

EC Track system
EC Track system with end hung
with traverse track under hung
wall mounted parallel tracks
This configuration allows for more
Where it is not possible to mount
space between the track and the
the parallel tracks onto the
ceiling, which is an advantage if
ceiling, the track or tracks can be
lighting fixtures or other elements are
directly mounted to the wall.
mounted on the ceiling.

Electronically operated for seamless transition
The switch for the transit coupling is electronically operated. For optimal security the
transit coupling will be locked before transferring from one room to the other.

